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INTRODUCTION 
 

Diabetes mellitus is a common disorder.
[1,2]

 It is 

significant burden on the economics of the country.
[2]

 It 

is associated with very high morbidity and mortality 

worldwide.
[3]

 Diabetes is a chronic disorder present by a 

high level of blood glucose resulting from the defect in 

insulin function and secretion.1 Foot infection in soft 

tissue or bone below the malleoli is diabetic foot 

infection, which is the result of diabetes and its 

complications.
[2]

 In recent years there is an epidemic of 

type 2 diabetes in the world. It is resulting in an ever-

increasing population of patients with lower limb 

complications.
[3]

 Diabetic foot presents as the common 

complication. In a survey, the patients showed one or 

more complications of diabetes. Most common 

complication encountered was nephropathy, second, 

being diabetic foot and then others.
[4]

 At the general 

surgical floor, the Diabetic foot ulcer is the primary 

morbid diabetic condition being managed. It observed 

that 1-4% of patients with type 2 diabetes develop foot 

ulcer each year. It is estimated that the lifetime risk of 

developing a foot ulcer in a diabetic patient is 15%to 

25%. The annual incidence is 3% to 10%.
[5]

 It is 

observed that the etiology of diabetic foot ulcer is 

multifactorial. When several components factors are 

added up together, they create a significant impact on 

foot ulceration.
[6]

 Inflammation and purulence are two 

classic clinical findings observed in the diabetic foot. 

Aerobic Gram-positive cocci and Staphylococcus species 

are the most common pathogens implicated in it. In 

addition to infection, the involvement of bone and artery 

are the factors that compound the situation.
[5]

 The most 

common elements in causation of diabetic foot are 

vascular involvement, immunological involvement, 

mechanical stress, and neuropathy.
[6]

 An increase in total 

mortality, cardiovascular morbidity, and kidney disease 

is also seen.
[5,6]

  

 

Recently HbA1c has become a standard tool measure 

that is used to monitor chronic control of serum sugar in 

diabetic patients.
[6]

 HbA1c reflects the status of glycemic 

control over 2-3 months. Ulcer healing rate is inversely 

proportional to the HbA1C levels. Serum ESR has got its 

significance in the management of diabetic foot as recent 
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ABSTRACT 
 

Background: In diabetes mellitus involvement of foot with infection, neuropathy and vascular involvement is a 

diabetic foot. It is a common problem. Objective: To find the pattern of diabetic foot infection in a tertiary care 

unit and its surgical solution. Methodology: This was a descriptive study conducted at a surgical unit in Sheikh 

Zayed Medical College, Rahim Yar Khan. It included 32 patients suffering “diabetic foot” admitted from June 

2019 to December 2019.  All adult patients regardless of sex were included in the study. Data was analyzed by 

using SPSS version 20. Results: There were 32 patients presented with diabetic foot and 29 (90.6%) were male. 

Only eighteen were known diabetic. Smokers were 11 (34.4%). The right foot was involved in 19 (59.4%). The 

disease was advance as Wagner Grade 1, in 3 (9.4%), Grade 2, 5 (15.4%) Grade 3, 16 (50%) and beyond the grade 

were eight patients. Ulcer size was less than 4 cm in 2 (6.25%). The infection was superficial in 2 (6.25%), 

subcutaneous in 13 (40.6%) and deep in 23 (71.9%) patients. In 5 patients Ray’s amputation was done, forefoot 

amputations in 2, below knee amputations in 11, above knee amputation in five patients. Two patients were 

managed conservatively, and eight were subjected to significant debridement of leg and/ thigh and submitted to the 

Plastic Surgery department for plastic procedures. Conclusion: In conclusion, infection is the major cause of 

infected foot in our study. The below knee amputations, above knee amputations and Rays' amputations, were the 

most common type of amputations performed in this study.  
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evidence supports that the use of ESR correlates well in 

the evaluation of the possibility of bone infection of 

sufficient impact leading to its amputation.
[7]

   

 

It is observed that poor glycemic control is also 

associated with high Basal Metabolic Index, retinopathy, 

nephropathy, hypertension, neuropathy and smoking.
[8-10]

 

It is estimated that 15% of patients with diabetes mellitus 

develop lower extremity ulceration during their 

disease.
[8]

 One of the complications of poor control of 

sugar in diabetic patients is its association with 

neuropathy.
[9] 

 The objective of this study was to find the 

pattern of diabetic foot infection in a tertiary care unit, 

and its surgical solution 

  

METHODOLOGY 
 

This was cross sectional study, undertaken at surgical 

unit II, Sheikh Zayed Hospital Rahim Yar Khan from 

June 2019 to December 2019 with the approval from the 

Institutional Review Board of Sheikh Zayed Medical 

College / Hospital, Rahim Yar Khan. A total of 32 

patients having diabetic foot were included in this study. 

Serum sugar was in all the patients admitted in the ward. 

All the diabetic patients suffering from foot 

infection/gangrene, and needing surgical intervention 

were included in this study. Age, sex, grade of diabetic 

foot, awareness about diabetes, treatment taken for 

diabetes, smoking, HbA1C, and other associated 

illnesses were recorded. All other relevant investigations 

needed in the decision making either for the conservative 

management or surgical intervention was also 

undertaken, but these were not recorded in the study. The 

Wagner ulcer classification system is a very 

comprehensive scheme for grading diabetic foot. It 

classifies range from 0 to grade 5. In Grade 0, there is no 

open lesion. In grade 1, an ulcer is superficial. In grade 2, 

the ulcer extends into the ligaments, the joint capsule or 

deep fascia. In grade 3, a deep ulcer is associated with 

abscess or bone infection / joint sepsis. In grade 4, there 

is partial gangrene involving forefoot or heal.  Grade 5 

ulcers, affects the entire foot.
[10]

 In 2004, the Infectious 

Diseases Society of America (IDSA) and the 

International Working Group on the Diabetic Foot 

(IWGDF) each published a comprehensive set of 

guidelines for the management of diabetic foot 

infections. These guidelines included a classification 

scheme for disease according to its severity into 

uninfected, moderate and severe categories on clinical 

grounds.
[11]  

 

Techniques used in the amputations of diabetic feet were 

the above knee amputation, the below-knee amputation, 

Rays' amputation. They were performed as per standard 

surgical techniques mentioned in operative textbooks and 

are commonly practiced. Exclusion criteria: Infected or 

ischemic foot in the patients having no evidence of 

diabetes on clinical evaluation, regular serum sugar or 

normal HbA1C were excluded from the study. 

Demographic, clinical and pathological and operative 

data were collected. Operative management done was 

recorded. 

 

RESULTS 
 

A total of 32 patients were included in this study. 

Demographic findings are presented in the table 1.  

 

This study showed that 29 (90.6%) were male, 18 (56%) 

were known diabetic, 11 (34%) were smokers and 16 

(50%) have grade 3 infection. 

 

Table 1: Demographic variables in diabetic foot patients included in the study. 
 

Variable  No. Percentage 

Age(years)    

40-49  3 9.4% 

50-59  18 56.2% 

60-69  11 34.4% 

Sex    

Male  29 90.6% 

Female  3 9.4 % 

Diabetic awareness    

Known diabetic  18 56.2% 

Not knowing diabetic  14 43.8% 

Smoking    

Smoker  11 34.4% 

Non smoker  21 65.6% 

Foot involved    

Right  19 59.4% 

Left  13 40.6 % 

HbA1C    

<6.5  2 6.25% 

>6.5  30 92.75% 

Grade of infection    
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Grade 1  3 9.4% 

Grade 2  5 15.5% 

Grade 3  16 50.% 

Beyond Wagner grade  8 25% 

Wound size    

<4m  2 6.25 % 

>4cm  30 93.75% 

Wound depth    

Superficial  2 6.5% 

Subcutaneous  13 41% 

Osteomyelitis  4 13% 

Amputations  23 71.9% 

Surgical Procedure    

Rays amputations  5 15.6  % 

Below knee amputations  11 34.4 % 

Above knee  amputations  5 15.6% 

Forefoot amputations  2 6.3% 

Watchful Conservation  3 9.4% 

Debridement leg/thigh & reconstruction  8 25% 

Associated conditions    

Hypertension  5 15.6% 

Nephropathy  3 9.4% 

Ischemic heart disease  1 3.1% 

Hepatitis C  5 15.6% 

 

DISCUSSION 
 

A total of thirty-two patients were included in this study. 

Out of these, 14 diabetic sufferers neither knew that they 

had diabetes, nor they were taking any care/anti-diabetic 

medicine. This finding correlates with the observation of 

Kitchen et al.
[12]

 They observed that a significant number 

of undiagnosed asymptomatic diabetics are present in the 

population.
[12]

 These are the patients that did not take 

care of their foot or diabetes. 

 

In our study, the grade of infection in the diabetic foot 

was highly advanced than as classified and graded by 

IWGDE & IDSA, as half of our patients either needed 

below or above knee amputations due to infection in the 

diabetic foot beyond Wagner grade 5. In addition to this 

half, a quarter of patients were subjected to initial 

debridement and then referred to the plastic and 

Reconstructive surgical department for further 

management.  

 

Our study verifies the findings of the survey by Akhtar et 

al.
[13]

 Akhtar et al. observed that the lower limb 

amputations are strongly associated with nephropathy, 

hypertension, long duration of diabetes mellitus and the 

increasing age of patient.
[13]

 There is a contrast to the 

study of Akhtar et al, where nephropathy is common 

than the diabetic foot, but in our research, diabetic foot is 

more common than nephropathy. It is due to the reason, 

Akhtar et al, concentrated on the foot amputations in 

patients with renal failure, but our study is based on the 

population at large.  

 

Diabetic foot wounds frequently yield poly microbial 

growths. The differentiation between commensal 

bacteria and pathogenic organisms can be difficult. 

Bacterial isolates from diabetic foot wounds are usually 

multiple drugs resistant organisms,
[14]

 it is also evident in 

our study that very advanced disease and higher infection 

rate resulted in an amputation stump dehiscence. It needs 

another survey to determine the impact of infection on 

wound dehiscence. 

 

In the diabetic foot, the decision to manage the patient 

conservatively or submit the patient to surgery is crucial. 

At present, no clear cut convincing evidence mandates 

operation in all cases. There is no sufficient clarity in the 

literature to define when surgery becomes a necessity 

adequately. Several series shows early surgical 

intervention in the form of initial minimal debridement, 

drainage of the pus collection in a patient with systemic 

signs of sepsis, reduces the subsequent need for lower-

limb amputation. It is observed that by keeping the 

wounds open, allows free egress of purulent wound 

discharge that results in a reduction in the risk of 

bacterial colonization.
[15]

 The judicious use of antibiotics 

against Multidrug-resistant organisms alongside surgical 

treatment remains obligatory. 

 

In our patients, the major amputations were commoner 

than minor amputations as compare to Viswanathan V et 

al study. In Viswanathan V et al, study major 

amputations were 29.1 % and minor amputations in 70.9 

% patients. Among their patients, who underwent 

significant amputations, more than 50% account for 

below-knee amputations and 11.9% above knee 
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amputations. Out of total amputations, over half of the 

amputations noticed were toes and Rays.
[16] 

 

In contrast to our study, an Ethiopian research is 

presented by Gebrselassie et al,
[17]

 that includes 87 

patients. These patients underwent amputations.  The 

most common indication of amputation was trauma 

(37.7%). Second common cause was a tumor (24.1%), in 

the last peripheral arterial disease (PAD) (20.7%) were 

the reason for amputation. There is a similarity to our 

study that the most frequent type of amputation was 

significant lower limb amputation (58.6%) which 

includes above knee amputation (35.6%) and below knee 

amputation (23%).
[17] 

 

In the study of Hellar et al,
[18] 

from Tanzania, the 

presentation of disease was as advanced as in our 

patients due to the reason that both countries are parts of 

the under-developed world. Diabetic foot is social 

devastation to the patients and their families. In these 

parts of the world, both diabetes and foot care are 

neglected segments.  Wagner Grade 4 and 5 were the 

most common ulcers encountered, and major amputation 

was the most common treatment option. It was 

performed in 44.8% of the patients.
[18]

 It is evident as 

noticed by Eknithise et al,
[19]

 that knowledge, perception, 

and practice toward self-care, especially among the 

elderly patients, suffering from type 2 Diabetes Mellitus 

was poor.
[19]

 It is common practice to use over the 

counter, or herbal medicine by diabetic patients as 

observed by Kamaran et al. about half of the patients 

suffering from diabetes mellitus are in everyday use of 

herbal medicine.
[20]

 If we train these Hakims and 

Homeopaths in patient counselling much of the talent 

can be used, and gravity of diabetic sufferings lessened.  

 

CONCLUSION 
 

In conclusion, infection is the primary cause of infected 

foot in our study. The below the knee, above knee 

amputations and rays' amputations, were the most 

common type of amputations. A countrywide campaign 

for Diabetic patients counselling will improve foot care.  
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